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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to Bearer Inde-
pendent Call Control (BICC) technologies, and particu-
larly, to a method, an exchange and a system for rese-
lecting a route in a BICC Call Mediation Node (CMN).

Background of the Invention

[0002] The Bearer Independent Call Control (BICC)
protocol is a call control protocol independent of bearer
specified by the International Telecommunications Union
- Technical Specification Group 11 (ITU-TSG11). The
BICC protocol mainly solves the problem of separating
call control from bearer control so that call control sign-
alings may be carried in various networks such as a Mes-
sage Transfer Part (MTP), a Signaling System number
7 (SS7) network, an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
network and an Internet Protocol (IP) network.
[0003] The BICC protocol is evolved from the Integrat-
ed Services Digital Network (ISDN) User Part (ISUP) and
is an important support for the evolving from a traditional
telecom network to an integrated multi-service network.
Nodes supporting BICC signalings include a Serving
Node (SN) and a Call Mediation Node (CMN) in the BICC
protocol. The SN has a Bear Control Function (BCF), and
the CMN does not have the BCF. For the SN, the call
function and the BCF may be configured in different en-
tities or in one entity physically. If the call function and
BCF are configured in different entities, Call Bear Control
(CBC) signalings need to be used to send a message
between the call function entity and the BCF entity. The
BICC solves the problem of separating call control from
bearer control. The ATM has a better Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantee and call processing capability, and the
BICC is able to support the ATM network bearer better,
which is one of the reasons that the industry is optimistic
about the BICC.
[0004] In the prior art, a local exchange controls the
bearer, BICC signalings are used between exchanges.
If the selection of an outgoing route fails, another outgo-
ing route is reselected.
[0005] However, if the local exchange serves as a
BICC CMN in this call, a route reselecting mechanism of
the prior art may result in that there is control bearer in
the outgoing call and there is no control bearer in the
ingoing call, which is inconsistent with the call establish-
ing model described by the BICC, so that it is impossible
to establish the call.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method for reselecting a route in a BICC CMN, which
may reselect a new outgoing route after an outgoing route
fails in the case that the local exchange serves as a CMN,

so as to establish a call successfully.
[0007] Embodiments of the present invention further
provide a system for reselecting a route in a BICC CMN,
which may reselect a new outgoing route after an outgo-
ing route fails in the case that the local exchange serves
as a CMN, so as to establish a call successfully.
[0008] Embodiments of the present invention further
provide an exchange serving as a BICC CMN in this call,
which may reselect a new outgoing route after an outgo-
ing route fails in the case that the local exchange serves
as a CMN, so as to establish a call successfully.
[0009] A method for reselecting a route in a Bearer
Independent Call Control Protocol (BICC) Call Mediation
Node (CMN) includes configuring a corresponding rela-
tion between an outgoing route failure cause value and
a designated route on an exchange serving as the BICC
CMN, the method further includes:

acquiring, by the exchange serving as the BICC
CMN, an outgoing route failure cause value when
an outgoing route fails; and

selecting a designated route according to the corre-
sponding relation between the outgoing route failure
cause value and the designated route and setting up
a call;

wherein the outgoing route fails before a bearer be-
tween a preceding exchange and a succeeding ex-
change is established;

wherein the exchange originally serves in the call as
a Bearer Independent Call Control Protocol, BICC,
Call Mediation Node, CMN, and ceases serving as
the BICC CMN after selecting the designated route
and sets up the call;

and wherein the call is a Bearer Independent Call Control
- Bearer Independent Call Control, BICC-BICC, inter-
working, the exchange having ceased serving as the
BICC CMN negotiates the bearer information with the
preceding exchange, a media gateway and the succeed-
ing exchange respectively.
[0010] A system for reselecting a route includes:

an exchange adapted to acquire an outgoing route
failure cause value when an outgoing route fails,
adapted to select a designated route according to a
predefined corresponding relation between the out-
going route failure cause value and the designated
route and adapted to set up a call;
a media gateway, adapted to establish the call with
the exchange;
wherein the outgoing route fails before a bearer be-
tween a preceding exchange and a succeeding ex-
change is established;
wherein the exchange originally serves in the call as
a Bearer Independent Call Control Protocol, BICC,
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Call Mediation Node, CMN, and is adapted to cease
serving as the BICC CMN after selecting the desig-
nated route and to set up the call;
and wherein the call is a Bearer Independent Call
Control - Bearer Independent Call Control, BICC-
BICC, interworking, the exchange having ceased
serving as the BICC CMN being further adapted to
negotiate the bearer information with the preceding
exchange, the media gateway and the succeeding
exchange respectively.

[0011] An exchange comprising:

a call processing unit, adapted to acquire an outgo-
ing route failure cause value when an outgoing route
fails;
a route selecting unit, adapted to select a designated
route according to a predefined corresponding rela-
tion between the outgoing route failure cause value
and the designated route and adapted to set up a call;
wherein the exchange is adapted to originally serve
in the call as a Bearer Independent Call Control Pro-
tocol, BICC, Call Mediation Node, CMN, to cease
serving as the BICC CMN after selecting the desig-
nated route and to set up the call;
and wherein the call is a Bearer Independent Call
Control - Bearer Independent Call Control, BICC-
BICC, interworking, the exchange having ceased
serving as the BICC CMN being further adapted to
negotiate the bearer information with the preceding
exchange, a media gateway and the succeeding ex-
change respectively.

[0012] As can be seen from the above technical solu-
tion, embodiments of the present invention provide a
method for reselecting a route in a BICC CMN. As can
be seen from the present invention, the local exchange
is able to reselect an outgoing route for a designated
failure cause value according to the failure processing
data configuration, so as to improve the call completion
rate.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0013]

Figure 1 is an exemplary flowchart illustrating a
method for reselecting a route in a BICC CMN in
accordance with an embodiment of the present in-
vention.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the ex-
emplary structure of a system for reselecting a route
in a BICC CMN in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a first ex-

ample.

Figure 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for rese-
lecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a
first example.

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a second
example and corresponding to the present invention.

Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for rese-
lecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a
second example and corresponding to the present
invention.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a third ex-
ample.

Figure 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method for rese-
lecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a
third example.

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a fourth
example.

Figure 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method for re-
selecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with
a fourth example.

Figure 11 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a fifth ex-
ample.

Figure 12 is a flowchart illustrating a method for re-
selecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with
a fifth example.

Figure 13 is a schematic diagram for reselecting a
route in a BICC CMN in accordance with a sixth ex-
ample.

Figure 14 is a flowchart illustrating a method for re-
selecting a route in a BICC CMN in accordance with
a sixth example.

Figure 15 is a schematic diagram illustrating the ex-
emplary structure of an exchange in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0014] In order to make the object, technical solution
and merits of the present invention clearer, a detailed
description of the present invention is hereinafter given
with reference to the accompanying drawings, embodi-
ments and examples.
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[0015] It should be mentioned that the second example
(fig. 5 and 6) shows the claimed invention. The first ex-
ample (fig. 3 and 4), third example (fig. 7 and 8), fourth
example (fig. 9 and 10), fifth example (fig. 11 and 12) and
sixth example (fig. 13 and 14) do not show the claimed
invention. However, these example are used here for a
better understanding of the invention.
[0016] Figure 1 shows an exemplary flowchart illustrat-
ing a method for reselecting a route in a BICC CMN in
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in Figure 1, a local exchange serves as a BICC
CMN, and the method is as follows.
[0017] Block 101: Set an outgoing route failure cause
value, a designated route and a corresponding relation
between the outgoing route failure cause value and the
designated route on the exchange serving as the BICC
CMN.
[0018] Block 102: When an outgoing route fails, the
exchange serving as the BICC CMN acquires the outgo-
ing route failure cause value, selects the designated
route according to the corresponding relation between
the outgoing route failure cause value and the designated
route and sets up the call.
[0019] The local exchange may provide the outgoing
route failure cause value when the outgoing route of the
local exchange serving as the BICC CMN fails. Alterna-
tively, a succeeding exchange provides the local ex-
change with a release message containing the outgoing
route failure cause value when the process of the suc-
ceeding exchange selecting the outgoing route fails, and
then the local exchange acquires the outgoing route fail-
ure cause value from the release message.
[0020] In Block 102, after selecting the designated
route and setting up the call or after a codec negotiation,
the local exchange may serve as the BICC CMN or may
cease serving as the BICC CMN, and the route reselec-
tion in the BICC CMN may be triggered before or after
the call bearer is established.
[0021] After the designated route is selected and the
call is set up, if the call is Bearer Independent Call Control
- Time Division Multiplex (BICC-TDM) interworking, i.e.,
the ingoing call uses BICC signalings and the ATM or IP
bearer, and the outgoing call uses the TDM bearer, the
method may further include: the local exchange negoti-
ates bearer information with a preceding exchange to
support the Transcoder Free Operation (TrFO) proce-
dure between the local exchange and the preceding ex-
change.
[0022] Alternatively, the local exchange ceases serv-
ing as the BICC CMN after selecting the designated route
and sets up the call, the outgoing route fails before the
call set-up procedure is established, BICC signalings are
used between exchanges, and the call is the BICC-BICC
interworking after the designated route is selected and
the call is set up. The BICC-BICC interworking means
that the ingoing call uses BICC signalings and the ATM
or IP bearer, and the outgoing call uses BICC signalings.
In this case, the method further includes: the local ex-

change negotiates the bearer information with the pre-
ceding exchange and the succeeding exchange respec-
tively to support the TrFO procedure between the local
exchange and the preceding exchange and between the
local exchange and the succeeding exchange.
[0023] If the outgoing route fails before the call set-up
procedure is established and after the designated route
is selected and the call is set up, BICC signalings are
used between exchanges, and the local exchange still
serves as the BICC CMN, the method further includes:
the local exchange forwards bearer information in an out-
going message, and the bearer information is sent by the
preceding exchange in the original call.
[0024] In addition, if the local exchange ceases serving
as the BICC CMN after the designated route is selected
and the call is set up or after the codec negotiation, the
outgoing route fails after the call set-up procedure is es-
tablished, BICC signalings are used between exchang-
es, and the call is the BICC-TDM interworking after the
designated route is selected and the call is set up, the
method further includes: the local exchange informs the
preceding exchange to reestablish a bearer between the
local exchange and the preceding exchange using a
bearer redirection procedure, and negotiates the bearer
information with the preceding exchange to support the
TrFO procedure between the local exchange and the pre-
ceding exchange.
[0025] If the local exchange ceases serving as the
BICC CMN after the designated route is selected and the
call is set up or after the codec negotiation, the outgoing
route fails after the call set-up procedure is established,
BICC signalings are sued between exchanges, and the
call is the BICC-BICC interworking after the designated
route is selected and the call is set up, the method further
includes: the local exchange informs the preceding ex-
change to reestablish a bearer between the local ex-
change and the preceding exchange using the bearer
redirection procedure, and negotiates the bearer infor-
mation with the preceding exchange and the succeeding
exchange respectively to support the TrFO procedure
between the local exchange and the preceding exchange
and between the local exchange and the succeeding ex-
change.
[0026] If the outgoing route fails after the call set-up
procedure is established, BICC signalings are used be-
tween exchanges, and the local exchange serves as the
BICC CMN after the designated route is selected and the
call set up or after the codec negotiation, the method
further includes: the local exchange informs the preced-
ing exchange to reestablish a bearer between the local
exchange and the preceding exchange using the bearer
redirection procedure, and forwards bearer information
in the outgoing message, and the bearer information is
sent by the preceding exchange in the original call.
[0027] Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
the exemplary structure of a system for reselecting a
route in the BICC CMN in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present invention.
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[0028] As shown in Figure 2, the system includes:

succeeding exchange 201, used for providing MSC
Server (MSS) 202 serving as the BICC CMN with a
release message containing an outgoing route fail-
ure cause value when the selection of an outgoing
route fails;

[0029] MSC Server 202 serving as the BICC CMN,
used for acquiring the outgoing route failure cause value
from the release message, and controlling media gate-
way 203 according to a predefined corresponding rela-
tion between the outgoing route failure cause value and
the designated route to select the designated route and
set up the call;

media gateway 203, used for accepting the control
of MSC Server 202 serving as the BICC CMN, and
selecting the designated route and setting up the call.

[0030] Succeeding exchange 201 may be a Redirect-
ing-from node and MSC Server 202 serving as the BICC
CMN may be a Call Control - Anchor (CC-Anchor) node.
In addition, the system may further include a Bearer Con-
trol - Anchor (BC-Anchor) node serving as a preceding
exchange. Besides, succeeding exchange 201 and MSC
Server 202 may be configured in one node and succeed-
ing exchange 201 and a destination exchange in the des-
ignated route may be configured in one node.
[0031] In accordance with the present invention, the
local exchange serves as the BICC CMN. If the process
of the local exchange or the succeeding exchanges se-
lecting the outgoing route fails, a new outgoing route may
be reselected for the designated failure cause value ac-
cording to the failure processing data configuration in the
BICC CMN, so as to improve the call completion rate.
[0032] After the new outgoing route is reselected, the
local exchange may still serve as the BICC CMN or may
cease serving as the BICC CMN. Likewise, if the local
exchange serves as the BICC CMN, the local exchange
may trigger the route reselection before or after the orig-
inal call bearer is established.
[0033] If the local exchange serves as the BICC CMN
and triggers the route reselection before the original call
bearer is established, and the local exchange configures
data for performing the route reselection according to the
designated failure cause value, the local exchange per-
forms the route reselection procedure in the BICC CMN
when the process of the local exchange selecting the
outgoing route fails, or when the local exchange receives
the release message of the succeeding exchanges con-
taining the designated failure cause value before the
bearer of the succeeding exchange is established or be-
fore the codec negotiation.
[0034] Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
first example. Figure 4 shows a flowchart illustrating a
method for reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in ac-

cordance with the first example.
[0035] In the first example, the local exchange serves
as the BICC CMN and triggers the route reselection be-
fore the original call bearer is established; and the local
exchange ceases serving as the BICC CMN and the call
is the BICC-TDM interworking after the route reselection.
In this call, the local exchange serving as the BICC CMN
configures the failure processing data; if the process of
the local exchange selecting the outgoing route fails or
the succeeding exchange returns a release message
containing a special release cause value before the bear-
er between the preceding exchange and the succeeding
exchange is established; the local exchange performs
failure processing, and reselects an outgoing route ac-
cording to the failure processing data.
[0036] In the first example, the local exchange ceases
serving as the BICC CMN after reselecting the outgoing
route, so it is necessary to perform the bearer connection
establishing. Because the call is BICC-TDM interworking
after the outgoing route is reselected, the local exchange
needs to negotiate the bearer information with the pre-
ceding exchange, and use the bearer connection estab-
lishing to support the TrFO procedure between the local
exchange and the preceding exchange. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, the bearer connection establishing includes: the
MSC server receives an Initial Address, and forwards the
Initial Address. The subsequent procedure is similar to
the common call procedure between exchanges with
BICC signalings in the prior art.
[0037] Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
second example and corresponding to the present inven-
tion. Figure 6 shows a flowchart illustrating a method for
reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with
the second example and corresponding to the present
invention.
[0038] In the second example, the local exchange
serves as the BICC CMN and triggers the route reselec-
tion before the original call bearer is established, and the
local exchange ceases serving as the BICC CMN and
the call is BICC-BICC interworking after the route rese-
lection. In this call, the local exchange serving as the
BICC CMN configures the failure processing data. If the
process of the local exchange selecting the outgoing
route fails or the succeeding exchange returns a release
message containing a special release cause value before
the bearer between the preceding exchange and the suc-
ceeding exchange is established, the local exchange per-
forms the failure processing, and reselects an outgoing
route according to the failure processing data.
[0039] In the second example, the local exchange
ceases serving as the BICC CMN after reselecting the
outgoing route, so it is necessary to perform the bearer
connection establishing. If the call is the BICC-BICC in-
terworking after the outgoing route is reselected, the local
exchange needs to negotiate the bearer information with
the preceding exchange and the succeeding exchange
respectively, and use the bearer connection establishing
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to support the TrFO procedure between the local ex-
change and the preceding exchange and between the
local exchange and the succeeding exchange.
[0040] The procedure for the local exchange negotiat-
ing the bearer information with the preceding exchange
and the succeeding exchange is described in Figure 6
by taking the ISUP as an example. In the procedure as
shown in Figure 6, after receiving an Initial Address Mes-
sage (IAM), an MSC server selects an outgoing route to
forward the IAM. When the selection of the outgoing route
fails, the MSC server performs the failure processing,
i.e., reselects an outgoing route according to the received
failure cause value and the predefined failure processing
data. The MSC server negotiates the bearer information
with the preceding exchange, the Media Gateway (MGW)
and the succeeding exchange.
[0041] Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
third example. Figure 8 shows a flowchart illustrating a
method for reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in ac-
cordance with the third example.
[0042] In the third example, the local exchange serves
as the BICC CMN and triggers the route reselection be-
fore the original call bearer is established, and the local
exchange still serves as the BICC CMN after the route
reselection. In this call, the local exchange serving as the
BICC CMN configures the failure processing data. If the
process of the local exchange selecting the outgoing
route fails or the succeeding exchange returns a release
message containing a special release cause value before
the bearer between the preceding exchange and the suc-
ceeding exchange are established, the local exchange
performs the failure processing, reselects an outgoing
route according to the failure processing data. The local
exchange still serves as the BICC CMN after the outgoing
route is reselected.
[0043] In the third example, the local exchange serving
as the BICC CMN configures data for performing the
route reselection according to a designated failure cause
value. If the process of the local exchange selecting the
outgoing route fails or the local exchange receives the
release message of the succeeding exchange containing
the designated failure cause value before the bearer of
the succeeding exchange is established or before the
codec negotiation, the local exchange performs route re-
selection procedure in the BICC CMN.
[0044] The local exchange serves as the BICC CMN
and BICC signalings are used in the outgoing route after
the outgoing route is reselected. The local exchange
needs to forward bearer information in the outgoing Initial
Address Message (IAM), the bearer information is sent
by the preceding exchange in the original call, and the
succeeding call procedure is the same as the common
BICC CMN call procedure.
[0045] The mechanism for the local exchange serving
as the BICC CMN triggering the route reselection after
the original call bearer is established is hereinafter de-
scribed in the following examples. In this call, the local

exchange serves as the BICC CMN and configures the
failure processing data in advance. If the succeeding ex-
change returns a release message containing a special
release cause value after the call bearer between the
preceding exchange and the succeeding exchange is es-
tablished, the local exchange reselects the outgoing
route during failure processing.
[0046] In accordance with the present invention, in this
call, the local exchange serves as the BICC CMN and
configures the failure processing data in advance. If the
succeeding exchange returns a release message con-
taining a special release cause value after the call bearer
between the preceding exchange and the succeeding
exchange is established, the local exchange reselects
the outgoing route during failure processing.
[0047] Likewise, the local exchange may serve as the
BICC CMN or may cease serving as the BICC CMN after
the outgoing route is reselected.
[0048] If the route reselection in the BICC CMN is trig-
gered after the bearer between the preceding exchange
and the succeeding exchange is established, the BICC
bearer redirection function (ITU-T Q.1902.6) needs to be
used and the preceding exchange needs to support the
BC-Anchor node of the bearer redirection.
[0049] The BICC bearer redirection may implement the
following functions. When the bearer connection of the
call is established, if the service layer needs to reconnect
the initial call from the exchange where the original called
is located to another destination (for example call forward
no reply), the established bearer connection may be re-
moved using the bearer redirection function and a direct
connection bearer between the calling and the new des-
tination is reestablished.
[0050] There are four types of serving nodes in the
BICC bearer redirection, including:

a Call Control Anchor (CC-Anchor) node, which is a
Serving Node (SN) or a CMN for triggering the BICC
bearer redirection function, serving as an anchor
node of call control during the BICC bearer redirec-
tion, by which all call control signalings are handled;

a Bear Control Anchor (BC-Anchor) node, serving
as an anchor node of bearer control during the BICC
bearer redirection, in which new and old bearers are
terminated;

a Redirecting-from node, serving as an initial termi-
nating node of the call during the BICC bearer redi-
rection; after the bearer redirection is finished, the
BC-Anchor node deletes the bearer connection with
the Redirecting-from node;

a Redirecting-to node, serving as a terminating node
of the call after the BICC bearer redirection is fin-
ished; the BC-Anchor node establishes the bearer
connection with the Redirecting-to node.
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[0051] The above four nodes may be configured in dif-
ferent physical node or may be configured in one physical
node.
[0052] Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
fourth example. Figure 10 shows a flowchart illustrating
a method for reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in
accordance with the fourth example.
[0053] In the fourth example, the local exchange
serves as the BICC CMN and triggers the route reselec-
tion after the original call bearer is established. The local
exchange ceases serving as the BICC CMN and the call
is BICC-TDM interworking after the route reselection.
[0054] At first, the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN, receives a release message of the succeeding ex-
change containing a designated failure cause value after
the bearer between the preceding exchange and the suc-
ceeding exchange is established or after the codec ne-
gotiation, and configures data for performing the route
reselection according to the designated failure cause val-
ue in advance. In this case, the local exchange sends a
Release Complete (RLC) Message, and performs the
route reselection procedure in the BICC CMN.
[0055] If the local exchange ceases serving as the
BICC CMN after reselecting the outgoing route, the local
exchange needs to actively inform the preceding ex-
change to perform the bearer redirection procedure.
[0056] The bearer redirection procedure is hereinafter
described with detailed messages. Those skilled in the
art should understand that the following various detailed
message are only exemplary, and are not for use in lim-
iting the protection scope of the invention. Practically, the
bearer redirection procedure used in the route reselec-
tion in the BICC CMN is not limited to the following mes-
sages.
[0057] If the call is BICC-TDM interworking after the
route reselection, the local exchange actively informs the
preceding exchange to perform the bearer redirection
procedure by sending a Redirect Forwards Request mes-
sage. The preceding exchange sends a Bearer Redirec-
tion Connect Forwards message containing bearer infor-
mation of a new call to inform this exchange to perform
the bearer redirection procedure.
[0058] In this case, the local exchange serves as the
CC-Anchor node, the Redirecting-from node and the Re-
directing-to node of BICC bearer redirection while the
preceding exchange serves as the BC-Anchor node.
[0059] Afterwards, the local exchange needs to nego-
tiate the bearer information with the preceding exchange
using the bearer connection establishing. The preceding
exchange informs the local exchange that the bearer has
been established via a Redirect Bearer Connected mes-
sage, the local exchange sends a Redirect Bearer Re-
lease Request message to inform the preceding ex-
change to release the bearer, wherein the bearer is as-
sociated with the call before the route reselection. And
then, the preceding exchange returns a Redirect Bearer
Release Proceed message to inform the local exchange

to release the bearer.
[0060] Because the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN initially and does not control the bearer, the local
exchange directly returns a Redirect Bearer Release
Complete message to inform the preceding exchange
that the bearer is released completely. After the preced-
ing exchange bearer is released completely, the bearer
redirection procedure is over. The local exchange sends
an IAM in ISUP message for outgoing, and the subse-
quent procedure is the same as the common BICC-TDM
interworking procedure.
[0061] As can be seen from Figure 9, the call is BICC-
BICC interworking before being connected to the MSC
servert, and is BICC-TDM interworking after the route
reselection described hereinabove.
[0062] Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
fifth example. Figure 12 shows a flowchart illustrating a
method for reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in ac-
cordance with the fifth example.
[0063] In the fifth example, the local exchange serves
as the BICC CMN, and triggers the route reselection after
the original call bearer is established. The local exchange
ceases serving as the BICC CMN and the call is BICC-
BICC interworking after the route reselection.
[0064] At first, the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN, receives a release message of the succeeding ex-
change containing a designated failure cause value after
the bearer between the preceding exchange and the suc-
ceeding exchange is established or after the codec ne-
gotiation, and configures data for performing the failure
route reselection according to the designated failure
cause value in advance. In this case, the local exchange
sends a Release Complete (RLC) Message, and per-
forms route reselection procedure in the BICC CMN.
[0065] If the local exchange ceases serving as the
BICC CMN after the outgoing route is reselected, the
local exchange needs to actively inform the preceding
exchange to perform the bearer redirection procedure.
[0066] If the call is BICC-BICC interworking after the
route reselection, the local exchange actively informs the
preceding exchange to perform the bearer redirection
procedure by sending a Redirect Forwards Request mes-
sage. The preceding exchange sends a Bearer Redirec-
tion Connect Forwards message containing bearer infor-
mation of a new call to inform the local exchange to per-
form the bearer redirection procedure.
[0067] In this case, the local exchange serves as the
CC-Anchor node and the Redirecting-from node of BICC
bearer redirection, the preceding exchange serves as
the BC-Anchor node, and the succeeding exchange
serves as the Redirecting-to node.
[0068] Afterwards, the local exchange needs to nego-
tiate the bearer information with the preceding exchange
and the succeeding exchange using the bearer connec-
tion establishing. The preceding exchange informs the
local exchange that the bearer has been established via
a Redirect Bearer Connected message, the local ex-
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change sends a Redirect Bearer Release Request mes-
sage to inform the preceding exchange to release the
bearer, wherein the bearer is associated with the call
before the route reselection. And then, the preceding ex-
change returns a Redirect Bearer Release Proceed mes-
sage to inform the local exchange to release the bearer.
[0069] Because the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN initially and does not control the bearer, the local
exchange directly returns a Redirect Bearer Release
[0070] Complete message to inform the preceding ex-
change that the bearer is released completely. After the
preceding exchange bearer is released completely, the
bearer redirection procedure is over, and the subsequent
procedure is the same as the common BICC-TDM inter-
working procedure.
[0071] As can be seen from Figure 11, the call is BICC-
BICC interworking before being connected to the MSC
server, and is BICC-TDM interworking after the route re-
selection described hereinabove.
[0072] Figure 13 shows a schematic diagram for rese-
lecting a route in the BICC CMN in accordance with a
sixth example. Figure 14 shows a flowchart illustrating a
method for reselecting a route in the BICC CMN in ac-
cordance with the sixth example.
[0073] In the sixth example, the local exchange serves
as the BICC CMN, and triggers the route reselection after
the original call bearer is established. The local exchange
still serves as the BICC CMN after the route reselection.
[0074] In the case that the local exchange still serves
as the BICC CMN after the route reselection, the local
exchange receives a release message of the succeeding
exchange containing a designated failure cause value
after the bearer between the preceding exchange and
the succeeding exchange is established or after the co-
dec negotiation, and configured data for performing the
failure route reselection according to the designated fail-
ure cause value in advance. After receiving a release
message, the local exchange sends a Release Complete
(RLC) Message, and performs the route reselection pro-
cedure in the BICC CMN.
[0075] If the local exchange still serves as the BICC
CMN after the outgoing route is reselected, the local ex-
change actively informs the preceding exchange to per-
form the bearer redirection procedure by sending a Re-
direct Forwards Request message. The preceding ex-
change sends a Bearer Redirection Connect Forwards
message containing bearer information of a new call to
inform the local exchange to perform the bearer redirec-
tion procedure.
[0076] In this case, the local exchange serves as the
CC-Anchor node and the Redirecting-from node of BICC
bearer redirection, the preceding exchange serves as
the BC-Anchor node, and the succeeding exchange
serves as the Redirecting-to node. The preceding ex-
change negotiates the bearer information with the suc-
ceeding exchange using the bearer connection estab-
lishing. The preceding exchange informs the local ex-
change that the bearer has been established via a Re-

direct Bearer Connected message, the local exchange
sends a Redirect Bearer Release Request message to
inform the preceding exchange to release the bearer,
wherein the bearer is associated with the call before the
route reselection. And then, the preceding exchange re-
turns a Redirect Bearer Release Proceed message to
inform the local exchange to release the bearer.
[0077] Because the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN initially and does not control the bearer, the local
exchange directly returns a Redirect Bearer Release
Complete message to inform the preceding exchange
that the bearer is released completely. After the preced-
ing exchange bearer is released completely, the bearer
redirection procedure is over, and the subsequent pro-
cedure is the same as the common BICC CMN call pro-
cedure.
[0078] As can be seen from Figure 13, the MSC server
serves as the BICC CMN initially, and still serves as the
BICC CMN after the route reselection described herein-
above.
[0079] To sum up, if the local exchange serves as the
BICC CMN, and the succeeding exchange returns a re-
lease message containing a special release cause value
before the call set-up procedure is established, BICC sig-
nalings are used between exchanges, the local exchange
supports to reselect the outgoing route for a designated
failure cause value according to the failure processing
data configuration.
[0080] In the case for triggering the route reselection
before the call set-up procedure is established, for a new
outgoing call, the local exchange may still serve as the
BICC CMN and needs to forward bearer information be-
tween exchanges, and the bearer information is sent by
the preceding exchange in the original call. If the call is
BICC-BICC interworking, the local exchange needs to
reestablish the bearer to support the TrFO procedure be-
tween the local exchange and the preceding exchange
and between the local exchange and the succeeding ex-
change. If the call is BICC-TDM interworking, the local
exchange needs to reestablish the bearer to support the
TrFO procedure between the local exchange and the pre-
ceding exchange.
[0081] In addition, the local exchange may serve as
the BICC CMN, the succeeding exchange returns a re-
lease message containing a special release cause value
after the call set-up procedure is established, and BICC
signalings are used between exchanges. The local ex-
change supports to reselect the outgoing route for a des-
ignated failure cause value according to the failure
processing data configuration. Meanwhile, the BICC
CMN initiates the BICC bearer redirection procedure and
triggers the preceding exchange to reestablish the bear-
er.
[0082] In the case for triggering the route reselection
after the call set-up procedure is established, for a new
outgoing call, the local exchange may still serve as the
BICC CMN and needs to forward the bearer information
reapplied by the preceding exchange during the bearer
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redirection. If the call is BICC-BICC interworking, the lo-
cal exchange needs to reestablish the bearer to support
the TrFO procedure between the local exchange and the
preceding exchange and between the local exchange
and the succeeding exchange. If the call is BICC-TDM
interworking, the local exchange needs to reestablish the
bearer to support the TrFO procedure between the local
exchange and the preceding exchange.
[0083] Based on the above analysis, embodiments of
the present invention further provide an exchange.
[0084] Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram illustrat-
ing an exemplary structure of the exchange in accord-
ance with an embodiment of the present invention. The
exchange serves as the BICC CMN in this call. As shown
in Figure 15, the exchange includes:

call processing unit 1501, used for receiving and for-
warding bearer information of the call, and acquiring
the outgoing route failure cause value before the
bearer of this call is established;

bearer establishing unit 1502, used for negotiating
the bearer information with the media gateway and
the preceding exchange respectively;

route selecting unit 1503, used for connecting the
call egress to the designated route according to the
predefined corresponding relation between the out-
going route failure cause value and the designated
route.

[0085] Route selecting unit 1503 may connect the call
egress to a narrowband relay circuit or a BICC relay cir-
cuit according to the predefined corresponding relation
between the outgoing route failure cause value and the
designated route.
[0086] If the call egress is reconnected to the narrow-
band relay circuit (e.g., an ISUP circuit), bearer estab-
lishing unit 1502 needs to negotiate the bearer informa-
tion with the preceding exchange, e.g., via the Continuity
Signal (COT) message; in this case, bearer establishing
unit 1502 should further interact with the media gateway
to establish the bearer, e.g., via an IAM of ISUP. After
the route reselection, the call is BICC-ISUP interworking
in the local exchange and the local exchange ceases
serving as the BICC CMN.
[0087] If the call egress is reconnected to the BICC
relay circuit and the local exchange ceases serving as
the BICC CMN according to the configuration, bearer es-
tablishing unit 1502 needs to negotiate the bearer infor-
mation with the preceding exchange, and should further
interact with the media gateway to establish the bearer,
e.g., via an IAM of ISUP. After the route reselection, the
call is the BICC-ISUP interworking in the local exchange
and the local exchange ceases serving as the BICC
CMN.
[0088] If the call egress is reconnected to the BICC
relay circuit and the local exchange serves as the BICC

CMN according to the configuration of the outgoing call,
the exchange serving as the BICC CMN needs to forward
bearer information between exchanges after the route
reselection, and the bearer information is sent by the pre-
ceding exchange in the original call.
[0089] Call processing unit 1501 may receive a release
message containing an outgoing route failure cause val-
ue from the succeeding exchange before the bearer of
this call is established, and acquire the outgoing route
failure cause value from the release message. Call
processing unit 1501 may acquire an outgoing route fail-
ure cause value from the local exchange before the bear-
er of this call is established.
[0090] In Figure 15, it is described that call processing
unit 1501 acquires an outgoing route failure cause value
before the bearer of this call is established. In fact, call
processing unit 1501 may also acquire an outgoing route
failure cause value after the bearer of this call is estab-
lished.
[0091] The detailed case for acquiring an outgoing
route failure cause value after the bearer of this call is
established is hereinafter described.
[0092] Similarly, route selecting unit 1503 may connect
the call egress to the narrowband relay circuit or the BICC
relay circuit according to the predefined corresponding
relation between the outgoing route failure cause value
and the designated route.
[0093] If the call egress is reconnected to the narrow-
band relay circuit, e.g., an ISUP circuit, bearer establish-
ing unit 1502 needs to perform the bearer redirection with
the preceding exchange. In this case, bearer establishing
unit 1502 should further interact with the media gateway
to establish the bearer, e.g., via an IAM of ISUP. After
the route selection, the call is the BICC-ISUP interwork-
ing in the local exchange and the local exchange ceases
serving as the BICC CMN.
[0094] Specifically, the interaction between the local
exchange and the preceding exchange and between the
local exchange and the media gateway include: the local
exchange sends a Redirect Forwards Request for inform-
ing the preceding exchange to perform the bearer redi-
rection and release the original call bearer; the preceding
exchange returns a Bearer Redirection Connect For-
wards message for informing the local exchange to per-
form the bearer redirection and returns the bearer infor-
mation of a new call via the Bearer Redirection Connect
Forwards message; the local exchange performs the
bearer interaction with the media gateway using the bear-
er information of the new call notified by the preceding
exchange, and negotiates the bearer information with the
preceding exchange using the BICC signaling; the pre-
ceding exchange informs the local exchange that the
bearer is established completely via a Redirect Bearer
Connected message; the local exchange further informs
the preceding exchange to release the bearer via a Re-
direct Bearer Release Request, wherein the bearer is
associated with the call before the route reselection; the
preceding exchange informs the local exchange to re-
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leases the bearer via a Redirect Bearer Release Proceed
message, wherein the bearer is associated with the call
before the route reselection; the local exchange informs
the preceding exchange that the original bearer has been
released completely via a Redirect Bearer Release Com-
plete message. In this case, the route is reconnected to
the narrowband relay circuit, e.g., an ISUP circuit, it is
necessary for sending an IAM of ISUP to establish a call.
[0095] If the call egress is reconnected to the BICC
relay circuit, the local exchange ceases serving as the
BICC CMN according to the configuration. In this case,
bearer establishing unit 1502 needs to negotiate the
bearer information with the preceding exchange, and fur-
ther should interact with the media gateway to establish
the bearer, e.g., via an IAM of ISUP. After the route re-
selection, the call is BICC-ISUP interworking in the local
exchange and the local exchange ceases serving as the
BICC CMN.
[0096] Specifically, the interaction between the local
exchange and the media gateway includes: the local ex-
change sends a Redirect Forwards Request for informing
the preceding exchange to perform the BICC bearer re-
direction and release the original call bearer; the preced-
ing exchange returns a Bearer Redirection Connect For-
wards message for informing the local exchange to per-
form the bearer redirection and returns the bearer infor-
mation of a new call via the Bearer Redirection Connect
Forwards message; the local exchange performs the
bearer interaction with the media gateway using the bear-
er information of the new call notified by the preceding
exchange, and negotiates the bearer information with the
preceding exchange using the BICC signaling; the local
exchange selects the BICC relay circuit as the outgoing
route, and negotiates the bearer information with the pre-
ceding exchange and the succeeding exchange using
the BICC signaling; the preceding exchange informs the
local exchange that the bearer is established completely
via a Redirect Bearer Connected message; the local ex-
change further informs the preceding exchange to re-
lease the call bearer before the route reselection via a
Redirect Bearer Release Request; the preceding ex-
change informs the local exchange to release the call
bearer before the route reselection via a Redirect Bearer
Release Proceed message; the local exchange informs
the preceding exchange that the original bearer has been
released completely via a Redirect Bearer Release Com-
plete message. In this case, the outgoing route is recon-
nected to the BICC relay circuit, and it is necessary for
sending an IAM of ISUP to establish a call.
[0097] If the call egress is reconnected to the BICC
relay circuit and the local exchange serves as the BICC
CMN according to the configuration of the outgoing call,
the local exchange serving as the BICC CMN needs to
inform the preceding exchange to perform the bearer re-
direction procedure, and forward bearer information after
the route reselection, and the bearer information is sent
by the preceding exchange in the original call.
[0098] Specifically, the local exchange sends a Redi-

rect Forwards Request to inform the preceding exchange
to perform the BICC bearer redirection and release the
original call bearer; the preceding exchange returns a
Bearer Redirection Connect Forwards message to in-
form the local exchange to perform the bearer redirection
and returns the bearer information of a new call via the
Bearer Redirection Connect Forwards message; the lo-
cal exchange selects the BICC relay circuit as the out-
going route, and still serves as the BICC CMN in the new
outgoing call; the local exchange directly forwards the
bearer information of the new call notified by the preced-
ing exchange to the succeeding exchange; the preceding
exchange informs the local exchange that the bearer is
established completely via a Redirect Bearer Connected
message; the local exchange further informs the preced-
ing exchange to release the call bearer before the route
reselection via a Redirect Bearer Release Request; the
preceding exchange informs the local exchange to re-
lease the call bearer before the route reselection via a
Redirect Bearer Release Proceed message; the local ex-
change informs the preceding exchange that the original
bearer has been released completely via a Redirect
Bearer Release Complete message.
[0099] The foregoing description is only preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention and is not for use in
limiting the protection scope thereof. Any modification,
equivalent replacement and improvement falling within
the scope of the claims should be included in the protec-
tion scope thereof.

Claims

1. A method for reselecting a route by an exchange
(202, 1500) which serves as a Bearer Independent
Call Control Protocol, BICC, Call Mediation Node,
CMN, in a call, comprising:

configuring (101) a corresponding relation be-
tween an outgoing route failure cause value and
a designated route on an exchange;
acquiring (102), by a call processing unit (1501)
of said exchange, an outgoing route failure
cause value when an outgoing route fails; and
selecting (103) by a route selecting unit (1502)
of said exchange, a designated route according
to the corresponding relation between the out-
going route failure cause value and the desig-
nated route and setting up a call; characterized
in that:

when the outgoing route fails before a bear-
er between a preceding exchange and a
succeeding exchange is established, the
exchange ceases serving as a BICC CMN
after selecting the designated route; con-
trols a media gateway according to said re-
lation and negotiates the bearer information
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with the preceding exchange, the media
gateway and the succeeding exchange re-
spectively to set up a BICC-BICC interwork-
ing call.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein acquiring the out-
going route failure cause value comprises:

acquiring the outgoing route failure cause value
when the outgoing route of the exchange serving
as the BICC CMN fails; or
receiving a release message containing the out-
going route failure cause value from a succeed-
ing exchange when the process of the succeed-
ing exchange selecting the outgoing route fails;
and acquiring the outgoing route failure cause
value from the release message.

3. A system for reselecting a route when an outgoing
route fails before a bearer between a preceding ex-
change and a succeeding exchange is established,
comprising:

an exchange (202), which is adapted to serve
as a BICC CMN in a call, comprising
means adapted to be configured by a corre-
sponding relation between an outgoing route
failure cause value and a designated route;
a call processing unit (1501), adapted to acquire
an outgoing route failure cause value when an
outgoing route fails;
a route selecting unit (1502), adapted to select
a designated route according to a predefined
corresponding relation between the outgoing
route failure cause value and the designated
route and adapted to set up the call;
characterized in that:
the exchange is adapted to cease serving as a
BICCCMN after selecting the designated route;
to control a media gateway (203) according to
said relation and to negotiate the bearer infor-
mation with the preceding exchange, the media
gateway and the succeeding exchange respec-
tively to set up a BICC-BICC interworking call.

4. The system of Claim 3, wherein the exchange serv-
ing as the BICC CMN comprises:

a first unit (201), adapted to acquire the outgoing
route failure cause value when the outgoing
route of the exchange serving as the BICC CMN
fails; or
a second unit (202), adapted to receive a release
message containing the outgoing route failure
cause value from a succeeding exchange when
the process of the succeeding exchange select-
ing the outgoing route fails, and acquiring the
outgoing route failure cause value from the re-

lease message.

5. An exchange (1500) which is adapted to serve as a
BICC CMN in a call for reselecting a route when the
outgoing route fails before a bearer between a pre-
ceding exchange and a succeeding exchange is es-
tablished, wherein the exchange comprises:

means adapted to be configured by a corre-
sponding relation between an outgoing route
failure cause value and a designated route; a
call processing unit (1501), adapted to acquire
an outgoing route failure cause value when an
outgoing route fails;
a route selecting unit (1502), adapted to select
a designated route according to a predefined
corresponding relation between the outgoing
route failure cause value and the designated
route and adapted to set up the call; character-
ized in that:

the exchange is adapted to cease serving
as the BICC CMN after selecting the desig-
nated route; to control a media gateway ac-
cording to said relation and to negotiate the
bearer information with the preceding ex-
change, the media gateway and the suc-
ceeding exchange respectively to set up a
BICC-BICC interworking call.

6. The exchange of Claim 5, wherein the call process-
ing unit (1501) comprises:

a first unit, adapted to acquire the outgoing route
failure cause value from the exchange serving
as the BICC CMN directly when the outing route
of the exchange serving as the BICC CMN fails;
a second unit, adapted to receive a release mes-
sage carrying the outgoing route failure cause
value from a succeeding exchange when the
process of the succeeding exchange selecting
the outgoing route fails, and acquire the outgo-
ing route failure cause value from the release
message.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Neuauswahl eines Leitwegs durch ei-
ne Vermittlungsstelle (202, 1500), die als ein "Bearer
Independent Call Control Protocol", BICC, "Call Me-
diation Node", CMN, BICC-CMN, bei einer Verbin-
dung dient, das die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

Konfigurieren (101) einer entsprechenden Be-
ziehung zwischen einem Wert eines Fehler-
grunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs und einem
vorgesehenen Leitweg an einer Vermittlungs-
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stelle;
Erfassen (102) durch eine Verbindungsverar-
beitungseinheit (1501) der Vermittlungsstelle ei-
nes Werts eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehen-
den Leitwegs, wenn ein abgehender Leitweg
versagt; und
Auswählen (103) durch eine Leitwegaus-
wahleinheit (1502) der Vermittlungsstelle eines
vorgesehenen Leitwegs gemäß der entspre-
chenden Beziehung zwischen dem Wert eines
Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs und
dem vorgesehenen Leitweg und Aufbauen einer
Verbindung; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

wenn der abgehende Leitweg versagt, be-
vor ein Nutzdatenstrom zwischen einer vor-
hergehenden Vermittlungsstelle und einer
nachfolgenden Vermittlungsstelle herge-
stellt wird, die Vermittlungsstelle nach dem
Auswählen des vorgesehenen Leitwegs
aufhört, als ein BICC-CMN zu dienen, ein
Medien-Gateway gemäß der Beziehung
steuert und die Nutzdatenstrominformatio-
nen mit der vorhergehenden Vermittlungs-
stelle, dem Medien-Gateway bzw. der
nachfolgenden Vermittlungsstelle aushan-
delt,
um eine BICC-BICC-Verknüpfungsverbin-
dung aufzubauen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Erfassen des
Werts eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leit-
wegs Folgendes aufweist:

Erfassen des Werts eines Fehlergrunds eines
abgehenden Leitwegs, wenn der abgehende
Leitweg der Vermittlungsstelle, die als der
BICC-CMN dient, versagt; oder
Empfangen einer Freigabemeldung, die den
Wert eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden
Leitwegs enthält, von einer nachfolgenden Ver-
mittlungsstelle, wenn der Prozess des Auswäh-
len des abgehenden Leitwegs durch die nach-
folgende Vermittlungsstelle versagt; und Erfas-
sen des Werts eines Fehlergrunds eines abge-
henden Leitwegs aus der Freigabemeldung.

3. System zur Neuauswahl eines Leitwegs, wenn ein
abgehender Leitweg versagt, bevor ein Nutzdaten-
strom zwischen einer vorhergehenden Vermitt-
lungsstelle und einer nachfolgenden Vermittlungs-
stelle hergestellt wird, das Folgendes aufweist:

eine Vermittlungsstelle (202), die eingerichtet
ist, bei einer Verbindung als ein BICC-CMN zu
dienen, die Folgendes aufweist:

Mittel, die eingerichtet sind, durch eine ent-

sprechende Beziehung zwischen einem
Wert eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehen-
den Leitwegs und einem vorgesehenen
Leitweg konfiguriert zu werden;
eine Verbindungsverarbeitungseinheit
(1501), die eingerichtet ist, einen Wert eines
Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs
zu erfassen, wenn ein abgehender Leitweg
versagt;
eine Leitwegauswahleinheit (1502), die ein-
gerichtet ist, einen vorgesehenen Leitweg
gemäß einer vordefinierten entsprechen-
den Beziehung zwischen dem Wert eines
Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs
und dem vorgesehenen Leitweg auszu-
wählen, und eingerichtet ist, die Verbindung
aufzubauen;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die Vermittlungsstelle eingerichtet ist, nach dem
Auswählen des vorgesehenen Leitwegs aufzu-
hören, als ein BICC-CMN zu dienen; ein Medi-
en-Gateway (203) gemäß der Beziehung zu
steuern und die Nutzdatenstrominformationen
mit der vorhergehenden Vermittlungsstelle,
dem Medien-Gateway bzw. der nachfolgenden
Vermittlungsstelle auszuhandeln, um eine
BICC-BICC-Verknüpfungsverbindung aufzu-
bauen.

4. System nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Vermittlungs-
stelle, die als der BICC-CMN dient, Folgendes auf-
weist:

eine erste Einheit (201), die eingerichtet ist, den
Wert eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden
Leitwegs zu erfassen, wenn der abgehende
Leitweg der Vermittlungsstelle,
die als der BICC-CMN dient, versagt; oder
eine zweite Einheit (202), die eingerichtet ist,
eine Freigabemeldung, die den Wert eines Feh-
lergrunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs enthält,
von einer nachfolgenden Vermittlungsstelle zu
empfangen, wenn der Prozess des Auswählens
des abgehenden Leitwegs durch die nachfol-
gende Vermittlungsstelle versagt, und den Wert
eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leit-
wegs aus der Freigabemeldung zu erfassen.

5. Vermittlungsstelle (1500), die eingerichtet ist, in ei-
ner Verbindung zur Neuauswahl eines Leitwegs als
ein BICC-CMN zu dienen, wenn der abgehende Leit-
weg versagt, bevor ein Nutzdatenstrom zwischen ei-
ner vorhergehenden Vermittlungsstelle und einer
nachfolgenden Vermittlungsstelle hergestellt wird,
wobei die Vermittlungsstelle Folgendes aufweist:

Mittel, die eingerichtet sind, durch eine entspre-
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chende Beziehung zwischen einem Wert eines
Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs und
einem vorgesehenen Leitweg konfiguriert zu
werden;
eine Verbindungsverarbeitungseinheit (1501),
die eingerichtet ist, einen Wert eines Fehler-
grunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs zu erfas-
sen, wenn ein abgehender Leitweg versagt;
eine Leitwegauswahleinheit (1502), die einge-
richtet ist, einen vorgesehenen Leitweg gemäß
einer vordefinierten entsprechenden Beziehung
zwischen dem Wert eines Fehlergrunds eines
abgehenden Leitwegs und dem vorgesehenen
Leitweg auszuwählen, und eingerichtet ist, die
Verbindung aufzubauen; dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass:

die Vermittlungsstelle eingerichtet ist, nach
dem Auswählen des vorgesehenen Leit-
wegs aufzuhören, als der BICC-CMN zu
dienen; ein Medien-Gateway gemäß der
Beziehung zu steuern und die Nutzdaten-
strominformationen mit der vorhergehen-
den Vermittlungsstelle, dem Medien-Gate-
way bzw. der nachfolgenden Vermittlungs-
stelle auszuhandeln, um eine BICC-BICC-
Verknüpfungsverbindung aufzubauen.

6. Vermittlungsstelle nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Ver-
bindungsverarbeitungseinheit (1501) Folgendes
aufweist:

eine erste Einheit, die eingerichtet ist, den Wert
eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leit-
wegs direkt von der Vermittlungsstelle zu erfas-
sen, die als der BICC-CMN dient,
wenn der abgehende Leitweg der Vermittlungs-
stelle, die als der BICC-CMN dient,
versagt;
eine zweite Einheit, die eingerichtet ist, eine
Freigabemeldung, die den Wert eines Fehler-
grunds eines abgehenden Leitwegs befördert,
von einer nachfolgenden Vermittlungsstelle zu
empfangen, wenn der Prozess des Auswählens
des abgehenden Leitwegs durch die nachfol-
gende Vermittlungsstelle versagt, und den Wert
eines Fehlergrunds eines abgehenden Leit-
wegs aus der Freigabemeldung zu erfassen.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour resélectionner une route par un central
(202, 1500) servant de Noeud de Médiation d’Appel,
CMN, sous Protocole de Commande d’Appel Indé-
pendant du Support, BICC, dans un appel, le procé-
dé comprenant les étapes consistant à :

configurer (101) une relation de correspondan-
ce entre une valeur de cause d’échec de route
sortante et une route désignée sur un central ;
obtenir (102), par une unité de traitement d’ap-
pel (1501) dudit central, une valeur de cause
d’échec de route sortante en cas d’échec d’une
route sortante ; et
sélectionner (103), par une unité de sélection
de route (1502) dudit central, une route dési-
gnée conformément à la relation de correspon-
dance entre la valeur de cause d’échec de route
sortante et la route désignée et établir un appel ;
le procédé étant caractérisé en ce que :

en cas d’échec de la route sortante avant
l’établissement d’un support entre un cen-
tral précédent et un central suivant, le cen-
tral cesse de servir de CMN sous BICC suite
à la sélection de la route désignée ; com-
mande une passerelle de média conformé-
ment à ladite relation et négocie les infor-
mations de support respectivement avec le
central précédent, la passerelle de média
et le central suivant pour établir un appel
d’interfonctionnement BICC-BICC.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à obtenir la valeur de cause d’échec de
route sortante comprend l’étape consistant à :

obtenir la valeur de cause d’échec de route sor-
tante en cas d’échec de la route sortante du cen-
tral servant de CMN sous BICC ; ou
recevoir un message de libération contenant la
valeur de cause d’échec de route sortante en
provenance d’un central suivant en cas d’échec
du processus de sélection de la route sortante
par le central suivant ; et obtenir la valeur de
cause d’échec de route sortante à partir du mes-
sage de libération.

3. Système pour resélectionner une route en cas
d’échec d’une route sortante avant l’établissement
d’un support entre un central précédent et un central
suivant, le système comprenant :

un central (202), adapté à servir de CMN sous
BICC dans un appel, comprenant :

un moyen adapté à être configuré par une
relation de correspondance entre une va-
leur de cause d’échec de route sortante et
une route désignée ;
une unité de traitement d’appel (1501),
adaptée à obtenir une valeur de cause
d’échec de route sortante en cas d’échec
d’une route sortante ;
une unité de sélection de route (1502),
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adaptée à sélectionner une route désignée
conformément à une relation de correspon-
dance prédéfinie entre la valeur de cause
d’échec de route sortante et la route dési-
gnée et adaptée à établir l’appel ;
le système étant caractérisé en ce que :

le central est adapté à cesser de servir de CMN
sous BICC suite à la sélection de la route
désignée ; à commander une passerelle de mé-
dia (203) conformément à ladite relation et à né-
gocier les informations de support respective-
ment avec le central précédent, la passerelle de
média et le central suivant pour établir un appel
d’interfonctionnement BICC-BICC.

4. Système selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le cen-
tral servant de CMN sous BICC comprend :

une première unité (201), adaptée à obtenir la
valeur de cause d’échec de route sortante en
cas d’échec de la route sortante du central ser-
vant de CMN sous BICC ;
ou
une deuxième unité (202), adaptée à recevoir
un message de libération contenant la valeur de
cause d’échec de route sortante en provenance
d’un central suivant en cas d’échec du proces-
sus de sélection de la route sortante par le cen-
tral suivant, et à obtenir la valeur de cause
d’échec de route sortante à partir du message
de libération.

5. Central (1500), adapté à servir de CMN sous BICC
dans un appel pour resélectionner une route en cas
d’échec de la route sortante avant l’établissement
d’un support entre un central précédent et un central
suivant, lequel central comprend :

un moyen adapté à être configuré par une rela-
tion de correspondance entre une valeur de cau-
se d’échec de route sortante et une route
désignée ;
une unité de traitement d’appel (1501), adaptée
à obtenir une valeur de cause d’échec de route
sortante en cas d’échec d’une route sortante ;
une unité de sélection de route (1502), adaptée
à sélectionner une route désignée conformé-
ment à une relation de correspondance prédé-
finie entre la valeur de cause d’échec de route
sortante et la route désignée et adaptée à établir
l’appel ;
le central étant caractérisé en ce que :

il est adapté à cesser de servir de CMN sous
BICC suite à la sélection de la route
désignée ; à commander une passerelle de
média conformément à ladite relation et à

négocier les informations de support res-
pectivement avec le central précédent, la
passerelle de média et le central suivant
pour établir un appel d’interfonctionnement
BICC-BICC.

6. Central selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’unité
de traitement d’appel (1501) comprend :

une première unité, adaptée à obtenir la valeur
de cause d’échec de route sortante directement
auprès du central servant de CMN sous BICC
en cas d’échec de la route sortante du central
servant de CMN sous BICC ;
une deuxième unité, adaptée à recevoir un mes-
sage de libération contenant la valeur de cause
d’échec de route sortante en provenance d’un
central suivant en cas d’échec du processus de
sélection de la route sortante par le central sui-
vant, et à obtenir la valeur de cause d’échec de
route sortante à partir du message de libération.
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